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LIKE ICING ON THE CAKE, GREENTOP GIFTS ELEVATES 

WRAPPING PAPER TO BE AS MEANINGFUL AS THE GIFT! 
 

Beyonce’s BeyGood & NAACP Black-Owned Small Business Impact Fund Touts 

These Beautiful Paper Wrappings Showcasing Our Diverse Society 

 
Atlanta, GA (April 18, 2022) – Would you bring the birthday child a brown paper package tied up with string, 

as the song goes? Of course not. Pretty wrapping paper and gift bags set the stage for something truly special 

along with the love and attention given to a present. Greentop Gifts (www.greentopgifts.com) takes that 

concept to another extraordinary level with multicultural celebration décor. Baby Shower and Birthday 

wrappings now mirror the skin tone and hair textures of the recipient (!) generating an even brighter smile from 

everyone. 

 

Does the birthday girl wear her hair in braids or puffs? Happy Birthday! 

Pink Balloons Gift Wrap ($8.50/roll) showcases three little girls with 

diverse hairstyles topped by pretty bows. 

 

“I absolutely loved the wrapping paper,” wrote one delighted mom. “At her 

party so many people inquired about it, because it seemed so personalized. I 

love this company and showcasing brown faces in such a cool way.” 

 

Boys with braids, curls and fades get special attention with Happy 

Birthday! Red Balloons Gift Wrap ($8.50/roll). The sheet of 12’ wrapping 

paper pictures three little boys with various complexions, textured hair styles 

and one wearing glasses!  

 

Happy Birthday Gift Wrap – Multicultural Girls ($8.50/roll) boasts a 

yellow background and six diverse girl characters in multicolored design 

reflecting our multicultural society. Likewise, Happy Birthday Gift Wrap – 

Multicultural Boys ($8.50/roll) sports a teal background with six diverse wide-

eyed boys. 

 

The Oh Baby! Gift Wrap ($8.50/roll) collection features three options for a 

Girl, a Boy or Gender to be revealed later! Adorable brown eyed tots smile 

across a roll of wrapping that stretches 12 feet long. The pale-yellow paper -- 

with baby boys and baby girls with pink and blue baby blocks – is perfect for 

the next gender reveal, baby shower, or welcome home celebration.  

 

“People should see themselves in every celebration,” explains Jacquelyn 

Rodgers, CEO of Greentop Gifts. “Growing up I remember my mother painting 

angels, Santa figurines, and nativity scenes to look like our family for the 

holidays. She was intentional about making sure we saw representation in every 

celebration. We created memories from those moments and those memories are 

part of the inspiration behind Greentop Gifts.”  



 

She adds that all Greentop Gifts wrapping papers are proudly made in the USA. The 

paper is a substantial 60# weight, and recyclable, all important brand points compared to 

huge wrapping paper brands, and Greentop Gifts is Women Owned & Minority Owned 

Certified Business Certification. 

 

It's not just Black Americans but biracial and adoptive families that appreciate diversity 

in the gift wrap and stationary market. Happy Birthday Sticker Sheets for 

Multicultural Girl ($4.50/sheet) or Multicultural Boy ($4.50/sheet) offers nine 

illustrations to decorate gifts or add to a personalized note or card. 

 

Sometimes a present requires a fun gift 

bag and Greentop does not disappoint with six choices to mark 

Happy Birthday!, Oh Baby! or Let’s Party occasions. All bags 

are priced at $4.50 each. 

 

Greentop Gifts recently won the 2021 FedEx Small Business 

Grant Contest, Google Black Founders Fun recipient and perhaps 

more noteworthy, has fans spanning from Gayle King, anchor of 

CBS This Morning to Beyonce! The BeyGood/NAACP Black Owned Small Business Impact Fund chose 

Greentop Gifts as one of their grantees with a spotlight on her Beyonce.com site. 

 

Gift wrap, accessories and even apparel can be found on their informative website, greentopgifts.com. Make 

sure to read their blog and take note of their select retailers from Culver City, CA and Chicago, IL to Raleigh, 

NC and Hamilton, Bermuda!  

 

With celebrations always on the calendar, you can never have enough gift wrap, stickers or gift bags on hand as 

one Pittsburgh consumer discovered. “I just wanted to let you know the wrapping paper is amazing. If I would 

have known I would have loved it this much I would have definitely ordered more!” 

 

ABOUT GREENTOP GIFTS 

Two generations ago, the Greentop Bar & Restaurant in Hillsborough, NC created family memories for the 

community. Today Greentop Gifts CEO Jacquelyn Rodgers of Atlanta, GA, takes her grandfather’s business 

name to a new generation of families where celebrations by diverse backgrounds are always represented. The 

Black-owned, family-run, woman-owned business known for its multicultural celebration decor, apparel, gifts 

and gifting supplies began in 2016. Their sole “client” was their two-year-old son. The joy from those simple 

beginnings have continued to spread joy to thousands of other households across the United States. Their 

products have been featured on NBC News, People Magazine and O, The Oprah Magazine. See what the buzz is 

about at www.greentopgifts.com. 

 

 

 

 

 


